
swatch 
selector

TIGI copyright©olour introduces 8 new luxurious, indulgent shades 
across both creative and gloss portfolios in time for autumn/winter 2015.

From cool antique & vintage rose golds to gorgeous chocolate suede 
tones, these indulgent new shades allow colourists to delight clients 
with a unique touch of luxury for their hair. 

creative

gloss

invent it. own it.
indulge it.

– Developed in a permanent base.

– Up to 4 levels of lift.

–  Up to 100% coverage on levels 8 and below when intermixed with the corresponding 
natural base shade and used with TIGI copyright©olour activator 20vol/6%.

–  9/23 and 9/32 are excellent for blending high percentages of non-pigmented hair, and 
for increased coverage can be mixed with ¼ of the corresponding natural base shade.

– Developed in a demi-permanent base.

–  Ideal for refreshing corresponding TIGI copyright©olour creative shades on lengths and ends.

– Excellent for toning pre-lightened hair - for example try 9/32.

– Allow clients to experience lower commitment, low maintenance, ammonia-free haircolour.

– Up to 1 level of lift (when used with activator 20vol/6%).

–  Up to 75% coverage on level 7 and below (when used with activator 20vol/6%, for fashion 
shades mixing with ¼ natural shade may be required).

inspirational 
indulgent shades

“The colour palette for this autumn and winter is rich, deep and complex, and we’re 
using techniques like Diffused Silhouette to give the face a fl attering contouring effect. 
I’m excited about these new shades because they’re completely on-trend for both 
creative and fundamental applications. 

This launch is a fantastic addition to the portfolio that will help women stay ahead of 
the fashion curve. Like all TIGI copyright©olour shades, they are 100% intermixable 
and offer colourists unlimited creative opportunities for personalised colour services.”

TIGI Global Creative Technical Director

gloss 6/23 (6VG)
dark violet golden 
blonde

gloss 7/32 (7GV)
golden violet
blonde

gloss 9/32 (9GV)
very light golden 
violet blonde

gloss 4/30 (4GN) 
golden natural
brown

gloss 6/30 (6GN) 
dark golden natural 
blonde

creative 7/32 (7GV) 
golden violet 
blonde

creative 9/32 (9GV) 
very light golden violet 
blonde

creative 9/23 (9VG) 
very light violet golden 
blonde

Find us on:
www.tigicopyrightcolour.com

HAIR COLOURANTS CAN CAUSE SEVERE ALLERGIC REACTIONS.
An allergy alert test must be performed 48 hours prior to any haircolour application, 
even if the client has previously used a haircolour product from this brand or another.
READ AND FOLLOW THE SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USE

TIGI copyright©olour gloss allows you to offer a lower-commitment, low 
maintenance and ammonia-free haircolour experience, ideal for introducing 
clients to colour services.

Try these fundamental gloss formulas to create personalised opulence 
for your clients.

20g gloss 9/32 
+ 10g gloss 7/2 
+ 45g activator

30g gloss 8/34 
+ 10g gloss 7/32 
+ 60g activator

25g gloss 6/23 
+ 5g gloss 55/22
+ 10g gloss /00 
+ 60g activator

30g gloss 6/23 
+ 10g gloss 4/30 
+ 1g mix master /55 
+ 60g activator

30g gloss 10/02 
+ 10g gloss 6/23 
+ 60g activator

30g gloss 7/32 
+ 5g gloss 66/65 
+ 53g activator

30g gloss 5/4 
+ 10g gloss 4/30 
+ 60g activator

30g gloss 4/30 
+ 30g gloss 6/30 
+ 90g activator 

rich suedeheather

rose gold

deep mink

30g gloss 4/30 
+ 30g gloss 6/23 
+ 90g activator

muted suedesuede

hessian blonde

30g gloss 9/32 
+ 30g gloss 7/32 
+ 90g activator

vintage goldiced chestnut

chestnut

Try these trend-led intermixed formulas for clients who want a customised 
twist on their existing haircolour by using a new TIGI copyright©olour shade.

Note: 5vol activator will give a glazed fi nish, 8.5vol will give glossy fi nish, and 20vol 
will give a slight lift and maximum blending on non-pigmented hair, up to 75%.

Item Code 861114
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Level of colour

Major 
tone

Minor 
tone

6

4

66

66/64 = intense red 
copper dark blonde.

mix master 
Use to accent, modify, or intensify any colour result. 
Working with 1 tube (60ml/58g):

Accent
add slight tone

1-3 inches/grams 
(2.5-7.5cm)

Ideal for levels 
7 and above

Modify
add moderate tone

3-6 inches/grams 
(7.5-15cm)

Ideal for levels 
5-7

Intensify
add maximum tone

6-12 inches/
grams (15-30cm)

Ideal for levels 
5 and below

gloss
Apply to dry or pre-shampooed towel-dried hair using a bowl and brush.

Virgin head application
1 –  Mix your chosen TIGI copyright©olour gloss shade(s) with the relevant TIGI 

copyright©olour activator 5vol/1.5%, 8.5vol/2.55% or 20vol/6%.
2 –  Apply product mixture directly from the roots straight through to the mid-lengths 

and ends.
3 – Process for 20 minutes.

Retouch application
1 –  Mix your chosen TIGI copyright©olour gloss shade(s) with TIGI copyright©olour 

activator and apply to new growth area only.
2 – Once application is complete, process for 20 minutes.
3 –  Depending on the level of fade, consider the appropriate refreshing application 

for the mid-lengths and ends.

quick reference
usage guide

 

 

Tone
    neutral
/0 natural
/1 blue
/2 violet
/3 gold
/4 copper
/5 mahogany
/6 red
/7 green (Matte)
/8 ash (Calibrated)

colour wheel

When combining colours to achieve either a secondary 
or tertiary colour, equal proportions are not always used 
because some tones are more dominant than others.

Yellow – Blue In this colour relationship, blue is the dominant tone.

Blue – Red In this colour relationship, blue is the dominant tone. 

tonal dominance

Red – Yellow In this colour relationship, red is the dominant tone.

Top tip: Always mix the colour and activator 
thoroughly to ensure a smooth consistency

mixing guidelines
Mixing ratio Tube (g) Activator (g) Total (g)

1:1.5
60 ml : 90 ml

¼ (15g) 23 38

½ (30g) 45 75

¾ (45g) 68 113

1 (58g) 87 145

+

Weights are rounded to the nearest gram

creative 
Apply TIGI copyright©olour creative to dry, unwashed hair using a bowl and brush.

Virgin head application
1 –  Mix your chosen TIGI copyright©olour creative shade(s) with the relevant TIGI 

copyright©olour activator 5vol/1.5%, 8.5vol/2.55%, 20vol/6%, 30vol/9% or 
40vol/12%.

2 –  Apply your chosen product mixture 1 inch (2.5 cm) away from the scalp, through to 
the mid-lengths and ends.

3 –  Once complete, immediately apply the remaining product mixture to the root area.
4 –  Process for 35 minutes (up to 45 minutes on darker/coarse or resistant non-

pigmented hair types).
Top tip: When using TIGI copyright©olour to lighten, process the lengths and ends for 
20 mins, then mix fresh product and apply to the root area. Process for 35 minutes.

Retouch application
1 –  Mix your chosen TIGI copyright©olour creative shade(s) with TIGI copyright©olour 

activator and apply to new growth area only.
2 –  Once application is complete, process for 35 minutes (up to 45 minutes on darker/

coarse or resistant non-pigmented hair types).
3 –  Depending on the level of fade, consider the appropriate refreshing application for 

the mid-lengths and ends.
Note: If new hair growth exceeds 1.5 inches and you wish to lighten the hair, follow 
relevant virgin head application above.

Coverage for non-pigmented hair
 –  To enhance coverage of non-pigmented hair, TIGI recommends mixing 1/4 of a neutral 

or natural shade with 3/4 of a fashion shade. This allows colourists to tailor the end 
result from classic and uniform, to modern and multi-dimensional.

 –  To create a more classic unform end result, select the corresponding neutral shade 
to intermix with the chosen fashion shade.

 –  To create a more modern multi-dimensional end result, select the corresponding 
natural shade to intermix with the chosen fashion shade.

 –  Up to 100% coverage can be achieved on levels 8 and below when using creative 
shades and activator 20vol/6%.

lightening progression
During the lightening process the undertone 
of the hair colour is taken through stages, 
from red through to a pale yellow. Taking 
this undertone into account is essential 
when deciding on product choice and 
development time. In order to neutralise the 
undertone, a complementary tone must be 
used within the formula.

Undertone

very pale
yellow

yellow

yellow/
orange

orange/
red

red/
orange

dark 
red

red

orange

pale yellow

Neutralizer

very pale
violet

violet

violet/
blue

blue/
green

green/
blue

green

dark 
green

blue

pale violet

Natural level

10/0
extra light 

blonde

9/0
very light 
blonde

8/0
light blonde

7/0 
blonde

6/0
dark blonde

5/0
light brown

4/0
brown

3/0
dark brown

2/0
darkest 
brown

1/0
black

reading numbers
Level of colour

Major 
tone

Minor 
tone

3
6

4
6/34 = dark golden 
copper blonde.

1  Create a profi le parting from 
the forehead fi nishing at the 
top crown.

1  Create a profi le parting from 
the forehead, fi nishing at the 
top crown.

2  Create a circular section from 
the profi le parting sitting 2 
inches back from the hairline, 
fi nishing at the high recession. 
Continue by taking a larger 
circular section from the high 
recession, fi nishing behind 
the ear and secure with TIGI 
PRO Sectioning Clips.

2  Start by taking an irregular C 
section, starting 2 inches back 
from the hairline, fi nishing at 
the nape area. Secure with a 
TIGI PRO Sectioning Clip.

3  In total, this creates two 
sections around the perimeter. 
Repeat the same process on 
the opposite side. Create a 
horizontal parting from radial 
to radial at the low crown and 
secure the back two sections 
with TIGI PRO Sectioning 
Clips. This creates a total 
of six sections.

3  Repeat the same process 
on the opposite side and 
secure with a TIGI PRO 
Sectioning Clip.

4  Put on protective gloves. Start 
by taking a horizontal parting 
and apply Formula 1 to the 
new growth area through to 
the lengths and ends. Protect 
the nape area using a TIGI 
copyright©olour meche strip. 
Continue working through to 
low crown.

4  Through the back area, secure 
the remaining hair using a TIGI 
PRO Sectioning Clip. In total, 
this creates three sections. 
Put on protective gloves.

5  From the low crown take 
horizontal partings and apply 
Formula 1 to the new growth 
area through to mid-lengths. 
With a freehand blending 
technique, apply Formula 
2 to the lengths and ends. 
Isolate the section using a TIGI 
copyright©olour meche strip.

5  Start the application through 
the C section. Take a 1-inch 
deep irregular parting. Apply 
Formula 1 from the new 
growth area through to the 
mid-lengths. With a free-hand 
blending technique, apply 
Formula 2 to the lengths and 
ends. Isolate using a TIGI 
copyright©olour meche strip.

6  Progressing into the side 
circular section, take a slight 
diagonal parting. Apply 
Formula 1 to the new growth 
area through to the mid-
lengths. With a freehand 
blending technique apply 
Formula 3 to the lengths 
and ends. Isolate the section 
using a TIGI copyright©olour 
meche strip. Once complete, 
repeat on the opposite side.

6   From the third slice, apply 
Formula 1 from the new 
growth area through to the 
mid-lengths. With a free-hand 
blending technique, apply 
Formula 3 to the lengths 
and ends. Isolate using a 
TIGI copyright©olour meche 
strip, repeat the same on the 
opposite side.

7  Progress into the last section, 
take fi ne slices and apply 
Formula 1 to new growth area 
through to mid-lengths. With a 
freehand blending technique, 
apply Formula 3 to the lengths 
and ends. Isolate section using 
TIGI copyright©olour meche 
strips. Repeat the same 
process on the opposite side.

7  Progress into the last 
remaining section, take 
horizontal partings and apply 
Formula 1 from the new 
growth area through to the 
lengths and ends.

8  In between each slice, apply 
Formula 1 on the new growth 
area through to the mid-
lengths. Process the colour 
for 20 minutes, then emulsify, 
rinse and remove using 
Catwalk Oatmeal & Honey 
Shampoo and Conditioner. 
Tone the pre-lightened 
sections with Formula 4, 
process visually for up to 20 
minutes, then emulsify, rinse 
and remove. 

8   Continue in the same way 
until the section is completed. 9   Process the colour for 

20minutes, then emulsify, 
rinse and remove using 
Catwalk Headshot Shampoo 
and Conditioner. Then tone 
the pre-lightened sections 
through the sides using 
Formula 4. Process visually 
for up to 20 minutes, then 
emulsify, rinse and remove, 
using Catwalk Headshot 
Shampoo and Conditioner. 

daphne
Colourist: Renee Valerie
Technique: Diffused Silhouette—

zoey
Colourist: Richy Kandasamy
Technique: Contour Lightening—

Natural level – 5/0 light brown

Formula 1: Rich Suede
30g gloss 4/30 
+ 30g gloss 6/30
+  90g activator 8.5vol/2.55%.

Formula 2: Light Suede
40g gloss 6/30 
+  60g activator 8.5vol/2.55%.

Natural level – 7/0 blonde

Formula 1: Marble Blonde
60g gloss 7/32 
+  90g activator 8.5vol/2.55%

Formula 2: Pre-lighten
30g true light white
+  45g activator 5vol/1.55%

Formula 3: Pre-lighten
40g true light 
+  60g activator 8.5vol/2.55%. 
 
Formula 4: (Toner) Camel
30g gloss 7/32 
+  45g activator 8.5vol/2.55%.

Formula 3: Antique Gold
60g gloss 9/32 
+  90g activator 8.5vol/2.55%
 
Formula 4: Soft Antique Gold
40g gloss 9/32 
+  60g activator 5vol/1.5%

The Silhouette Technique is enhanced to bring emphasis to the perimeter shape 
around the face, creating lift and brightening the complexion. Working with a 
variation of colour levels creates a perfect silhouette eff ect. 

This technique uses 3 diff erent lighter colour variants 
to create a contouring eff ect, defi ning the shape of the 
hair and promoting shine.

contour lighteningdiff used silhouette

refreshing with creative
Once regrowth application complete, follow refreshing guidelines

Minimum fade
Slight loss of minor tone

Moderate fade 
Loss of minor and major tones

Maximum fade 
Depth and tone missing

up to

15
min

refreshing with gloss
Once regrowth application complete, follow refreshing guidelines

Minimum fade
Slight loss of minor tone

Moderate fade 
Loss of minor and major tones

Maximum fade 
Depth and tone missing
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4 4/0
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+/00 /1 /2 /33 /44 /55 /6 /8 /88

1/1

new

neutral natural
/0

blue
/1

violet  
/2

gold
/3

copper
/4

maho-
gany 

/5

red
/6

green 
(matte) 

/7

ash
(calibrated)

/8

ultra light blonde

10/ 
extra light blonde

9/ 
very light blonde

8/ 
light blonde  

7/  
blonde

6/ 
dark blonde

5/ 
light brown

4/ 
brown

3/  
dark brown

2/ 
darkest brown

1/ 
black

mix master

creative, lift  
& mix master

natural
/0

blue
/1

violet
/2

gold
/3

copper
/4

maho-
gany 

/5

red
/6

green 
(matte) 

/7

ash
(calibrated)

/8

10/ 
extra light blonde

9/ 
very light blonde

8/ 
light blonde  

7/  
blonde

6/ 
dark blonde

5/ 
light brown

4/ 
brown

3/  
dark brown

2/ 
darkest brown

gloss

NOTE: Unlike TIGI copyright©olour mix master +00/, TIGI copyright©olour gloss 00/ will provide no lift when using TIGI copyright©olour activator 5vol/1.5% or 8.5vol/2.55%.
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7 7/0

7/0
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6 6/0

6/0

6/1 6/3 6/34 6/46 66/64 66/65 6/08

5 5/0

5/0

55/22 5/3 5/35 5/4 5/5 5/6 55/66 5/71 5/8

4 4/0

4/0

4/1 4/2 4/45 4/85

3/0

3/0

33/22 3/26

2/0

2/0

+/00 /1 /2 /33 /44 /55 /6 /8 /88

1/1

new

neutral natural
/0

blue
/1

violet  
/2

gold
/3

copper
/4

maho-
gany 

/5

red
/6

green 
(matte) 

/7

ash
(calibrated)

/8

ultra light blonde

10/ 
extra light blonde

9/ 
very light blonde

8/ 
light blonde  

7/  
blonde

6/ 
dark blonde

5/ 
light brown

4/ 
brown

3/  
dark brown

2/ 
darkest brown

1/ 
black

mix master

creative, lift  
& mix master

natural
/0

blue
/1

violet
/2

gold
/3

copper
/4

maho-
gany 

/5

red
/6

green 
(matte) 

/7

ash
(calibrated)

/8

10/ 
extra light blonde

9/ 
very light blonde

8/ 
light blonde  

7/  
blonde

6/ 
dark blonde

5/ 
light brown

4/ 
brown

3/  
dark brown

2/ 
darkest brown

gloss

NOTE: Unlike TIGI copyright©olour mix master +00/, TIGI copyright©olour gloss 00/ will provide no lift when using TIGI copyright©olour activator 5vol/1.5% or 8.5vol/2.55%.

product summary
Product gloss creative mix master lift true light/

true light white

Processing time

up to 45 min 
on resistant hair

up to 45 min 
on resistant hair

up to 45 min on 
darker/coarse hair

Coverage up to 75%* up to 100% N/A N/A N/A

Lift

Mixing ratio 1:1.5
60 ml : 90 ml

1:1 
up to 

1:2+ +

up to

20
min

35
min

35
min

35
min

up to

40
min

up to 4 levels up to 4 levels up to 5 levels up to 7 levelsup to 1 level*

*when used with TIGI copyright©olour activator 20vol/6%.

up to

5
min

up to

5
min

up to

10
min

up to

20
min

up to

35
min

Note: 1–12 inches/grams can be added without 
adding extra activator, when working with 1 tube 
(60ml/58g) of colour.

Note: duplicate numbers before the / signify that the shade 
is an intense colour.
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